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ABSTRACT

A method of treating tumors with radiation is disclosed, wherein the tumor is sensitized by administering a tumor sensitizing agent comprising 5-chloro-2'-deoxycytidine, 4-N-methyl FdC and a cytidine deaminase inhibitor to a patient having the tumor. The tumor is then subjected to radiation.
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Note that the greatest transient weight loss occurred with IdU.

Fig. 1d
There was no tumor regrowth delay with drugs alone.
DRAMATIC SIMPLIFICATION OF A METHOD TO TREAT NEOPLASTIC DISEASE BY RADIATION

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/122,479, filed Mar. 1, 1999.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention is related to agents useful in the treatment of tumors by radiation by sensitizing tumor cells toward the radiation. The invention is also related to a method of treating tumors by administering the agents before and/or during a course of radiation treatment. The agents can perform selective tumor radiosensitization. The agents are also involved in tumor directed hypomethylation. The agents of the invention include 5-chloro-2'-deoxycytidine (Cytochlor or CldC) administered with a cytidine deaminase inhibitor (Tetrahydrodouridine (H4U) or Zebularine (Zb), for example) or CldC administered without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, when combined with new sources, new schedules of radiation, and/or new categories of tumors. The agents of the invention include 4-N-aminomethyl 5-fluoro-2'-deoxyctydine (4-N-aminomethyl FdC), which may be coadministered with a cytidine deaminase inhibitor.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] In past studies with rodent tumors (1-3), the present inventor found that it was necessary to coadminister N-(phosphonomoacetyl)-L-aspartate (PALA) and 5-fluoro-2'-deoxycytidine (FdC) plus tetrahydouridine (H4U) or 5-fluoro-2'-deoxyuridine (FdU) with 5-chloro-2'-deoxycytidine (Cytochlor, CldC) to achieve clinically relevant radiosensitization. The inventor stated and published (1-3) that the protocol was unamenable to modifications, i.e. it was necessary to coadminister three drugs with Cytochlor for biologically significant radiosensitization to occur. The inventor previously followed this protocol utilizing PALA, FdC, H4U and CldC in his studies with human tumors in nude mice.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] Surprisingly and unexpectedly, in view of the inventor’s intensive experience over an 18 year period with rodent tumors, the inventor discovered that, in an unpredictable manner, clinically relevant and biologically meaningful radiosensitization took place with only Cytochlor (CldC) and one other drug, Tetrahydouridine (H4U), when human tumors were studied CldC, when administered without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, can also achieve biologically meaningful radiosensitization of tumors.

[0005] In the present invention, CldC can be administered at a constant dose during the course of a treatment period (the CldC constant dose scheme), administered with a gradual increase, with time, in dose (the gradual CldC dose escalation scheme), or administered with a high loading dose followed by a lower maintenance dose (the CldC loading scheme).

[0006] The following experiment with the CldC gradual dose escalation scheme demonstrates that coadministration of Cytochlor and Tetrahydouridine provides clinically significant radiosensitization (greater than a 3- to 4-fold dose enhancement without toxicity). Nude mice having a tumor composed of human prostate tumor cells (PC-3) were subjected to an 8-week treatment course in the experiment. CldC and H4U were co-administered to the mice in weeks 1-4 and 8, with no administration of CldC and H4U in weeks 5-7 (the bye weeks). In the experiment, a gradual CldC dose escalation scheme was used, in which the dose of CldC was increased 10% each of weeks 2-4 with the same dose of CldC administered in week 8 as in week 4, but the dose of H4U was kept constant in weeks 1-4 and 8. Radiation at a dose of 5.5 Gy was given to the mice in the late afternoon of Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of each week. The total dose of radiation was 52.5 Gy delivered in 15 fractions. The gradual escalation of CldC dose co-administered solely with H4U resulted in 3/5 cures of an irradiated human prostate tumor (PC-3) in nude mice, whereas 2/6 cures occurred by the Standard Protocol utilizing CldC and all three biomodulators. No cures occurred with drugs alone (0/4), or radiation alone (0/5).

[0007] In addition to the gradual CldC dose escalation scheme described above, the CldC loading scheme can be used. In the CldC loading scheme, the treatment initially begins with loading doses of CldC followed by maintenance doses of CldC. Compared with the CldC dose escalation scheme, the CldC loading scheme can achieve even higher frequency of cures. The administration of CldC at relatively high loading doses did not result in an increase in weight loss in the test subjects, so CldC given at loading doses have no side effects. A recent tumor inhibition study utilizing the human prostate tumor PC-3 showed that high loading doses of CldC followed by a lower maintenance dose of CldC, wherein a constant dose of H4U is co-administered with CldC, resulted in dramatic efficacy which surpasses the efficacy obtained with the CldC dose escalation scheme, in which the CldC dose was increased 10% each week for weeks 2-4 in an 8-week treatment with the same CldC dose used in weeks 4 and 8, wherein the dose of H4U coadministered with CldC was kept constant.

[0008] A toxicity study with coadministrations of CldC and H4U in mice shows that CldC plus H4U was not toxic at extremely high doses, well over any plausible therapeutic dose. Intensive studies including histopathology and hematical and biochemical analyses showed no toxicity of CldC plus H4U in mice. Furthermore, CldC plus H4U was not toxic to dogs or monkeys. In monkeys and mice, H4U increased the half-life of CldC. This is a very important indicator of the efficacy of CldC plus H4U in the treatment of diseases, in particular tumors in humans. This finding shows that high loading doses followed by maintenance doses can be used to achieve therapeutic efficacy.

[0009] The agents of the invention include

[0010] (a) CldC plus Tetrahydouridine (H4U),
[0011] (b) CldC plus Zebularine (Zb), (4,5,6)
[0012] (c) 5-chloro-2'-deoxycytidine (CldC) plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than H4U and Zb (that is, a new inhibitor of cytidine deaminase),
[0013] (d) CldC and 4-N-methylamino FdC as a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or
[0014] (e) CldC without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor.

[0015] The agents of the present invention can be combined with radiation to treat tumors. The agents can also be used with new sources or new schedules of radiation to treat
tumors, including new categories of tumors not treatable with prior art methods. Hereinafter, unless otherwise specified, the phrase “A plus B” means either (a) substance A and substance B are administered to a subject at about the same time or (b) substance A and substance B are administered to the subject separately with a short time gap, wherein “a short time gap” could range from about 0.1 minute to about 60 minutes, preferably from about 0.5 minute to about 30 minutes, and more preferably from about 0.5 minute to about 10 minutes. Similarly, unless otherwise specified, the phrase “A or B” means that substance A is administered with or without substance B and, if substance A is administered with substance B, substance A and substance B are administered to the subject either at about the same time, or separately with a short time gap, wherein “a short time gap” is as defined above.

[0016] New categories of tumors, especially human tumors, that are examples of the targets for the treatment methods of this invention utilizing

[0017] (a) Cldc plus H2U,

[0018] (b) Cldc plus Zb,

[0019] (c) Cldc plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than H2U and Zb,

[0020] (d) Cldc and 4-N-methylamino FdC as cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or

[0021] (e) Cldc without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor

[0022] include 1) tumors which are not immunogenic because of the hypermethylation of a gene expressing a tumor surface antigen, 2) tumors which arose as a result of the hypermethylation of a tumor suppressor gene, 3) tumors which are metastatic because the gene encoding E-cadherin and other adhesion glycoproteins are hypermethylated, 4) tumors which have progressed because of loss of estrogen receptors due to the hypermethylation of estrogen receptor genes, 5) tumors which have arisen due to the hypermethylation of the gene encoding glutathione-S-transferase, an enzyme which inactivates carcinogenic free radicals, which, in turn give rise to subclones of the tumor which are more aggressive, metastatic and resistant to therapy, 6) tumors which have arisen due to the silencing of the gene for O6-methylguanine methyltransferase, an enzyme which repairs chemical damage to cellular DNA, 7) tumors which have arisen due to silencing the gene for a tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase-3, 8) tumors which are unstable due to the inappropriate methylation of cytosine, thereby creating hot spots of mutation resulting in C to T transitions which, in turn, give rise to subclones of the tumor which are more aggressive, metastatic and resistant to therapy, and 9) tumors, which specifically fit into categories 1 to 8 because of the elevation of the enzyme 5-methylcytosine DNA transferase, an enzyme found to be elevated in many human malignant tumors and responsible for the hypermethylation of critical genes, thereby silencing them.

[0023] One of the embodiments of the present invention is a method for hypomethylating a gene during radiation therapy by administering a biomodulator, 4NCH3 amino 5-fluoro-2-deoxyuridine or 4-N-methylamino FdC, with a new function. 4-N-methylamino FdC is an inhibitor of a novel target enzyme: 5-methylcytosine DNA transferase.

The structure of this analog with a novel function is shown below:

![Structure of 4-N-methylamino FdC](image)

[0024] This analog (4-N-methylamino FdC) can serve a novel unanticipated function as a tumor directed hypomethylating agent, reactivating genes which are inactivated by hypermethylation of CG dinucleotides in the promoter (controlling) region of the DNA. Although 4-N-methylamino FdC was synthesized along with other derivatives of FdC when FdC was first synthesized at Sloan Kettering in 1961 (7), 4N-methylamino FdC was immediately abandoned as an anti-tumor agent. The major reason for abandoning it was the perception that it was different from 5-fluorouracil or 5-fluorodeoxyuridine in its mode of action. Obviously, its utility as a hypomethylating agent was not visualized because the observation of hypermethylation of critical genes in tumors is a recent development.

[0025] Many human tumors possess high levels of deoxycytidine kinase (dCK kinase), an enzyme involved in the salvage of both purines and pyrimidines. Tumors possessing high levels of dCK kinase and hypermethylation of critical genes in tumors would be most amenable to this approach utilizing the radiosensitizer Cldc as the hypomethylating agent, 4-N-methylamino FdC as an inhibitor of cytidine deaminase because the first step in the activation (anabolism) of these analogs is phosphorylation by dCK kinase.

[0026] 4-N-methylamino FdC is a moderate substrate for cytidine deaminase. When administered without an inhibitor of cytidine deaminase, it has the potential to form the tumor directed antimetabolites, 5-fluorouracil, 5-fluoro-2'-dUMP, and 5-fluoro UMP and higher tumor directed DNA and RNA anabolites as well as the hypomethylating agent 4-N-methylamino 5-fluoro-dCTP in a balanced manner so that the array of derivatives will surpass the efficacy of FdC when coadministered with H2U.

[0027] More than one half of the tumor suppressor genes known to be involved in inherited forms of human cancer as a result of germ-line mutations are now well characterized to be transcriptionally silenced in association with aberrant promoter region methylation. Included in these human cancers are the tumor suppressor gene controlling retinoblastoma, a lethal cancer affecting children, VHL, a suppressor of human kidney tumors, and p16, a suppressor of a variety of human tumors, including glioblastoma and malignant lymphoma of the brain. These human brain tumors have eluded control by radiation. Hypermethylation associated...
inactivation of the tumor suppressor p15INK4B has also been demonstrated in glioblastoma. Human bladder cancer also shows evidence of hypermethylation of the p16 suppressor gene. Indeed, aberrant p16 methylation has been detected in the plasma and serum of liver cancer patients. 60% of individuals with non-small cell lung cancer showed aberrant hypermethylation in at least one of the following genes: p16, the metastatic suppressor gene ‘death-associated’ protein kinase, the detoxification gene, glutathione-S-transferase, and the DNA repair gene, O6-methylguanine DNA methyltransferase. Normal paired lung tissue showed no aberrations. 73% of the samples had aberrantly methylated DNA in matched serum samples. MLH-1, when silenced by methylation, results in microsatellite instability in colon, gastric and endometrial cancers. This results in genetic instability of the tumor which leads to tumor progression, metastasis, aggressiveness and resistance to therapy. Of extreme importance to this invention is that this tumor suppressor gene, MLH-1, encodes mismatch repair. When this gene is silenced, the tumor is resistant to treatment with drugs, radiation and radiosensitization. Hypomethylation of this gene by the materials of this invention will enhance radiosensitization by CldC.

[0028] BRCAl, a human breast tumor suppressor gene, and the Peutz Jegher suppressor gene are silenced by the elevated activity of 5-methylcytosine DNA transferase in human tumors. The loss of retinoic acid receptor β gene expression in breast tumors and adjacent tissues appears to be due to hypermethylation. Loss of HIF1 expression is frequent in non-small cell lung cancer in patients who are chronic smokers; hypermethylation appears to be involved. The elevation of 5-methylcytosine DNA transferase activity is an early marker for human lung tumor progression. Inactivation of CACNA1G, a T-type calcium channel gene, is aberrantly methylated at its 5 CpG island in many human tumors. KAI expression is lost by hypermethylation in the progression of human colorectal cancer. The human tumor suppressor gene APC suppresses the formation of multiple adenomatous polyps of the colon and rectum. It has found to be inactivated by methylation in patients whose polyps have progressed to colorectal cancer. Indeed, abnormal regulation of 5-methylcytosine DNA transferase expression occurs during experimental colorectal chemical carcinogenesis in mice. Methylation of the CD44 metastatic suppressor gene occurs in human prostate cancer. Methylation at the CpG island of the endothelium β receptor gene is common in human prostate cancer. In human ovarian cancer, the CFC 3 gene is frequently silenced.

[0029] The above summary makes it compelling to consider the merits of a combination of a radiosensitizer, e.g. CldC, with a tumor directed hypomethylating agent, e.g. 4-N-methylamino Fdc, as a novel way to control many types of human cancer.

[0030] Many childhood and adult tumors, such as hepatoblastoma and rhabdomyosarcoma are due to loss of imprinting. 4-N-methylamino Fdc; by virtue of its hypomethylating action has the potential to reverse this loss of imprinting.

[0031] Another unexpected advantage of the hypermethylation activity of the agents of this invention is that it allows the intervention of more effective approaches to reactivate silenced tumor suppressor genes. It has been shown that inhibitors of histone deacetylase (such as trichostatin, phenyl butyrate and hexamethylene bisacetamide) are not active in restoring gene expression unless demethylation of gene promoter activity has first occurred. Demethylation by CldC plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor with 4-N-methylamino FdcU or another cytidine deaminase inhibitor in combination with inhibitors of histone deacetylation opens up new methods of cancer therapy in mammals such as humans in particular.

[0032] Within the scope of the present invention is a method of treating a tumor with radiation in which certain genes of the tumor are silenced resulting in the formation of the tumor or resulting in a 1) more aggressive tumor, 2) metastatic tumor, 3) genetically unstable tumor which gives rise to aggressive subclones of the tumor, or 4) tumor resistant to drug or radiation treatment. The activity of CldC or 4-N-methylamino Fdc in silencing these genes by hypomethylation can thereby restore the activity of genes encoding a) repair enzymes, b) free radical destroying enzymes, c) inhibitors of angiogenesis, d) glycoproteins which prevent tumor cell migration (metastasis), e) cell receptors for hormones or hormone analogs, f) tumor surface antigens whose loss results in the tumor escaping the patient’s immune system. In the present invention, a method of hypomethylation of tumor DNA will restore genetic stability by removing hot spots of mutation by inhibiting the target enzyme, 5-methylcytosine DNA transferase.

[0033] The present invention includes selective protection of normal tissue, especially in the control of prostate cancer by radiation.

[0034] The novel technology of the present invention results in a dramatic enhancement of the radiation dose so that a dose of 70 Gy will be as effective as a dose of 210 or 280 Gy against tumors, in particular human tumors, without damage to underlying normal tissue. Alternatively, the radiation oncologist can provide a much lower dose of radiation such as 23.3 Gy and obtain a tumor kill normally obtained with 70 Gy or 93 Gy (a dangerously high dose), thereby preventing damage to normal tissue.

[0035] The present invention presents a novel way of protecting normal tissue when irradiating tumors such as urogenital tumors, including prostate tumors, by administering bisulfite with or without cysteine immediately before the radiation treatment.

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DRAWINGS

[0036] FIGS. 1a-e graphically summarize the data described below in tabular form. FIG. 1o-d present data from tumor inhibition studies, while FIG. 1e presents weight loss data. The solid triangle in FIG. 1a-e represents the last day of treatment.

[0037] 1a. The effect of high doses of 5-iodo-2'-deoxyuridine (tested at its maximum tolerated dose).

[0038] 1b. Results with Standard Protocol with CldC, H4U,Fdc- and PALA.

[0039] 1c. Results with escalating doses of CldC with a constant dose of H4U as shown in Table 3.

[0040] 1d. Results with X-ray alone.

[0041] 1e. Weight loss and recovery data. Note that the escalating doses of CldC were well tolerated with weight loss no greater than with X-ray alone.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

I. Simplification of a Complex Protocol

Cldc and a single coadministered cytidine deaminase inhibitor, such as Tetrahidroorotic acid (H)$_2$U or Zebularine (Zb), are surprisingly and unexpectedly sufficient to provide substantial radiosensitization of tumors, including human tumors, whereas, radiosensitization and selectivity and sufficient pool size levels of Cldc and incorporation of ClcU into tumor DNA was not achieved with several (five) rodent tumors (all of those studied) unless all four drugs (Cldc, H$_2$U, Fdc and PALA) were administered (Santos 1990; Greer 1990; Greer 1995). Thus, this simplification of the protocol from four drugs to two drugs is unexpected.

The administration of Cldc without any cytidine deaminase inhibitor can also provide substantial radiosensitization of tumors, including human tumors. The simplification of the previously standard protocol of using four drugs to one drug is also unexpected.

A study (8) which was based on and followed the inventor’s findings and were contracted to expand the inventor’s findings with Cldc as a radiosensitizer, utilized rodent tumors (a radiation induced fibrosarcoma, RIF-1). The investigators demonstrated that ClcCaH$_2$U at equimolar doses, was far inferior to 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrDU) as a radiosensitizer. Only when toxic doses of Cldc were utilized was there marginal radiosensitization (a dose enhancement ratio of 1.6 with dubious clinical relevance, especially in view of the toxicity encountered). The system utilized in vitro irradiation of mouse tumor cell suspensions after the mice were infused with ClcCaH$_2$U or BrdU for 72 hours. In contrast, in studies by the inventor, the tumors are irradiated with fractionated doses while the tumors are growing on the mice—similar to the treatment of human tumors in the clinic.

These results with rodent tumors (8) indicating marginal dose enhancement combined with the complexity of the protocol requiring four drugs to achieve a 3- to 4-fold dose enhancement with rodent tumors resulted in the conclusion by a leading radiation oncologist that the technology utilizing Cldc failed to go to clinical trial because of conflicting and marginal results as stated in a publication from the oncologist’s laboratory in 1994 (9). The above considerations emphasize the importance of the effectiveness of the newly developed simplification of the protocol in the present invention, demonstrated in the inventor’s recent studies with human tumors in nude mice, rather than with rodent tumors in conventional mice, which now allows the development of the technology to treat human tumors in patients with cancer.

Table 1 shows the general scheme of the schedule of drug administration which was followed in the past with the rodent tumors and with the human tumors prior to the unexpected discovery that two of the modifiers N-(phosphonomethyl)-L-aspartate (PALA) and 5-fluoro-2'-deoxyctydine (FdC) (+H$_2$U) were dispensable.

The upper table of Table 2 summarizes the results of experiments with the Standard Protocol utilizing Cldc, H$_2$U, Fdc and PALA against 5 human tumors implanted in nude mice. Included in this table are the results of the experiment in which the protocols were modified. The lower table of Table 2 summarizes the results of an experiment which included the use of escalating doses of Cldc plus a constant dose of H$_2$U; PALA and Fdc were not coadministered.

Table 3 indicates how the dose of Cldc was escalated in weeks I to IV.

The total dose of radiation was 52.5 Gy delivered in 15 3.5 Gy fractions. Tumors were irradiated late in the afternoon of Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays. Note that 3/5 cures occurred with escalating doses of Cldc, whereas 2/5 cures occurred with the full protocol. An examination of the weight-loss data indicates that the escalation of the dose of Cldc to achieve tumor control does not result in morbidity or side effects. The weight loss is equal to that obtained with radiation alone and is fully recoverable.

Cldc, when utilized initially at high doses (loading doses followed by maintenance doses) or when utilized with escalating doses or constant high doses, with or without H$_2$U or Zb or another inhibitor of cytidine deaminase is an effective radiosensitizer of tumors, especially human tumors. Compared with the standard protocol used in the prior art, the new protocol is simpler, thereby, making the clinical application of Cldc more feasible.

Without being bound by the mechanism of action proposed herein, the present inventor believes that the effectiveness of Cldc is based, in part, on the expected elevation of dck kinase and dCMP deaminase in tumors, especially human tumors. In contrast to gene therapy, where genes encoding enzymes are delivered to target cells by retroviruses, for example, the present invention is based in part on enzymes which are intrinsically elevated in human tumors, that is, the enzymes are already there. The present invention exploits these enzyme elevations (which are important for the success of the tumor) for a therapeutic advantage. The effectiveness of Cldc is also based on the ability of Cldc, because of the electronegativity of the CI atom and its intermediate Van der Waals radius, to have some of the favorable biochemical attributes of Fdc on one hand and both BrdUMP and IdUMP and their anabolics on the other. The present inventor notes that a) high doses of CldcUMP formed from Cldc in tumors will not only overrun the competing levels of TTP but will inhibit its formation because of the affinity of CldcUMP for thymidylate synthetase. A single study in Santi’s laboratory (10) has shown that the Ki of CldcUMP was greater than that of FdUMP but far less that of BrdUMP and IdUMP (the Ki for the inhibition of thymidylate synthetase by the following substances are: FdUMP=0.015, ClcUMP=0.19, BrdUMP=1.4, and IdUMP=1.6). CldcUMP, in contrast to BrdUMP and IdUMP, is not dehalogenated by thymidylate synthetase (11). b) Chlororacil derived from Cldc in tumors will invite repair by uracil N-glycosylase (a property of uracil and 5-fluorouracil). When followed by the apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease, this should result in additional DNA single strand breaks in tumor cells which should overrun repair and lead to radiosensitization. The accumulation of deUMP due to the inhibition of thymidylate synthetase described in ‘a’ above should result in further DNA strand breaks because of the resultant accumulation of uracil in DNA (12). c) CldcUMP formed from Cldc selectively in tumors will inhibit competing pools of TTP due to inhibition of nucleoside diphosphate reductase (a property of
BrdUTP), which is an exquisite inhibitor of that enzyme. The nucleotide pool imbalances caused by this inhibition, in view of studies with other reductase inhibitors, should result in tumor directed apoptosis and strand breaks equivalent to that obtained with 20 Gy (13). d) ClcC in DNA will have the capacity to inhibit 5-methylcytosine DNA transferase in an analogous manner by which FdC inhibits this enzyme (14-16). The processive enzyme, 5-methylcytosine DNA methyltransferase, is inhibited via a similar mechanism by which FdUMP inhibits thymidylate synthetase (16). Both enzymes normally encounter a hydrogen in the 5 position instead of an electronegative halogen, which they must extract to replace with a methyl group. Both enzymes are covalently inhibited because they cannot extract the electronegative fluoride or chlorine group.

[0053] The present inventor wants to emphasize that an important feature of CldUMP formed from ClcC is that ClUMP can inhibit thymidylate synthetase (TS), an important source of the normal metabolic TTP (which competes with ClUMP for incorporation into DNA). Therefore, ClcC in high concentrations will not only run the cellular pools of TTP, but will inhibit their formation. This could account for the omission of FdC and PALA in the treatment methods of the present invention without a loss of efficacy of ClcC plus H$_2$U. FdC and PALA in the Standard Protocol mainly function by lowering the pools of TTP.

[0054] II. New Sources of Radiation

[0055] The technology of the present invention is applicable to sources of radiation used in the prior art and also to new sources of radiation.

[0056] A. Protons

[0057] For deep tumors, the methods of the present invention can utilize protons as a radiation source. In radiation therapy of tumors, protons as a radiation source can be combined with (a) ClcC plus H$_2$U; (b) ClcC plus Zb; (c) ClcC plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than H$_2$U or Zb; (d) ClcC and 4-N-methylamino FdC$a$ cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or (e) ClcC without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor.

[0058] Unless otherwise specified, all through the patent application, the phrase “administering ClcC and 4-N-methylamino FdC$a$ cytidine deaminase inhibitor” means that (A) ClcC plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor plus 4-N-methylamino FdC are administered, (B) ClcC plus a first cytidine deaminase inhibitor are administered separately from 4-N-methylamino FdC$a$ second cytidine deaminase inhibitor, (C) ClcC is administered separately from 4-N-methylamino FdC$a$ cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or (D) ClcC is administered separately from 4-N-methylamino FdC, wherein the first and second cytidine deaminase inhibitors can be the same or different.

[0059] B. Brachytherapy

[0060] Because of the sensitization by Cytochlor (ClcC) to low dose rates of radiation, a radiation source such as yttrium 90 or iridium needles, implanted proximal to a tumor, e.g. prostate or breast tumor, can be combined with (a) ClcC plus H$_2$U; (b) ClcC plus Zb; (c) ClcC plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than H$_2$U or Zb; (d) ClcC and 4-N-methylamino FdC$a$ cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or (e) ClcC without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor in radiation therapy of tumors to achieve remarkable responses, not achievable with external beam radiation.

[0061] C. Monoclonal Antibodies Attached to Radiomolecules (yttrium 90, for example).

[0062] Because of the sensitization by Cytochlor to low dose rates of radiation, in radiation therapy of tumors, a subject can be given a systemic treatment of (a) ClcC and H$_2$U; (b) ClcC and Zebularine; (c) ClcC plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than H$_2$U or Zebularine; (d) ClcC and 4-N-methylamino FdC$a$ cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or (e) ClcC without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, wherein the systemic treatment is coupled with administration of monoclonal antibodies attached to a radiomolecule to the subject. This adds an entirely new dimension to the technology due to the fact that it allows a treatment of a metastatic disease. The monoclonal antibody will seek out the nests of metastatic foci and eradicate them when they have migrated from the primary site. It is not necessary for the monoclonal antibody (mAb) to be attached to the radiomolecule, e.g. yttrium 90, to interact with every cell in the metastatic clone because of the bystander effect; that is, cells, proximal to the cell which attracted the mAb will nonetheless be a target for the $\beta$ emission. The current invention makes the treatment of cancer metastasis feasible.

[0063] The two shortcomings of this ‘theoretical approach’ have been: a) the signal sent out by the tumor cell has been too weak, i.e., most tumors hide their unique surface antigens, b) the target has not been sufficiently sensitive to the ‘intelligent’missile’. The current invention addresses those two problems by a) the hypomethylating action of ClcC when it is incorporated as such into DNA or of 4-N-methylamino FdC and FdC which leads to the expression of tumor surface antigens which can serve as a signal to selectively attract the mAb conjugated to yttrium 90 and b) by the radiosensitization effect of ClcC. The eradication of metastatic disease at unknown sites is a most critical and novel aspect of this invention.

[0064] D. The Gamma Knife

[0065] The use of multiple sources of radiation all focused on a very small region in a solid tumor, e.g. a brain tumor, is an approach that has improved the outlook for controlling the solid tumor, such as glioblastoma and other brain tumors. However, there is a need for a more effective tumor directed killing. Human tumors of the brain have 125 to 130-fold higher levels of dCMP deaminase than the surrounding brain cortex. dCMP deaminase is the enzyme responsible for converting the prodrug, ClcC, to the radiosensitizer, ClcCUTP.

[0066] The combination of ClcC and gamma radiation from the gamma knife will provide great potential for cures of solid tumors, especially brain tumors.

[0067] A patient can be given, orally or by intravenous infusion, the agents of the present invention, i.e. (a) ClcC and H$_2$U; (b) ClcC and Zebularine; (c) ClcC and a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than H$_2$U or Zebularine; (d) ClcC and 4-N-methylamino FdC$a$ cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or (e) ClcC without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, and also given 3 to 4 treatments with the gamma knife. Infusion of the agents via the carotid artery or a vein by a portable pump one week prior to the treatment with the gamma knife and during
a week of treatment with the gamma knife would be the method of choice if oral administration is not fruitful.

[0068] E. 3-Dimensional Conformal Radiation

[0069] By using several different angles rather than one plane of radiation, the damage to normal tissue can be diminished by spreading the radiation to diverse areas of normal tissues. In addition to this 3D approach, the source of radiation can be modified by the use of a multileaf colimator to have the radiation conform to the shape of the tumor, wherein the tumor shape is first determined by computer assisted tomography. The use of the agents of the present invention, i.e. (a) CldC and H₂U; (b) CldC and Zebularine; (c) CldC plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than H₂U and Zebularine; (d) CldC and 4-N-methylamino FdC="cytidine deaminase inhibitor", or (e) CldC without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, in combination with 3D Conformal Radiation Therapy has the potential to provide tumor cures which would otherwise not be possible. The combination can significant decrease rectal bleeding, incontinence and impotency in the management of prostate cancer, or lessen the extent of prostate tumor progression, metastasis and tumor aggressiveness.

[0070] F. Stereotactic Radiosurgery

[0071] The agents of the present invention, i.e. (a) CldC and H₂U; (b) CldC and Zebularine; (c) CldC plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than H₂U and Zebularine; (d) CldC and 4-N-methylamino FdC="cytidine deaminase inhibitor", or (e) CldC without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, can be combined with stereotactic radiosurgery to increase the efficacy of the radiation therapy. This involves the use of a stereotactic frame and is usually utilized to treat brain tumors. However, stereotactic radiosurgery can be adapted to treat tumors other than the brain.

[0072] III. New Methods of Delivery


[0074] Polymers such as bis(p-carboxyphenoxy)propanesecbic-acid and other agents such as lecinthin suspensions may be employed to obtain sustained intratumoral release of CldC alone or CldC and a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, e.g. H₂U, with or without 4-N-methylamino FdC. Other sustained, slow release formulations known in the art can also be used.

[0075] B. Perfusion of the Tumor with CldC alone or CldC and the Modulators.

[0076] IV. New Deaminase Inhibitors

[0077] Other than tetrahydrouridine (H₂U) and Zebularine (1-β-ribofuranylocetyl-1,2-dihydrouracil-2-one), i.e. Zb, the use of other deaminase inhibitors to enhance the efficacy of CldC and/or FdC as a radiosensitizer and modulator is contemplated in the present invention.

[0078] Because tetrahydrouridine is unstable in acid, it is not practical to administer tetrahydrouridine orally unless a coated form of the drug is utilized. Oral administration may be possible for the other drugs. Oral administration is the ideal route of administration, of course. Because CldC, FdC and 4-N-methylamino FdC are prodrugs, CldC, FdC and 4-N-methylamino FdC can be administered orally, wherein the enteric route is a desirable route of administration.

[0079] Cytidine deaminase inhibitors other than tetrahydrouridine and Zebularine can include the following.

[0080] A. Pyrimidin-2-one nucleosides, such as 5-β-pyrimidin-2-one nucleosides (4, 5, 6), other than 1-β-ribofuranylocetyl-1,2-dihydrouracil-2-one.


[0083] Diazepin-2-1-nucleosides act in an analogous manner to adenosine deaminase inhibitors, which are potent inhibitors. Diazepin-2-1-nucleosides are acid labile but very potent, being 10 times more potent than tetrahydrouridine. Diazepin-2-1-nucleosides result in greater efficacy of CldC and/or FdC as a radiosensitizer and a modulator, respectively.

[0084] D. 1-(2-Deoxy-2-fluoro-β-D arabinofuranosyl)-1, 2-dihydrouracil-2-one.


[0086] F. Diazacipine.


[0088] H. 2'-Fluoro-2'-deoxyarabinosyl-tetrahydrouracil, which is unlikely to undergo N-glycosidic cleavage.

[0089] V. The present invention is most effective against human tumors possessing high levels of 5-methylcytosine DNA transferase. A high level of 5-methylcytosine DNA transferase is a characteristic of many tumors.

[0090] 5-Methylcytosine DNA transferase is a novel target enzyme inhibited by (a) FdC plus H₂U, (b) 4-N-methylamino FdC with or without an inhibitor, e.g. H₂U or Zb, of cytidine deaminase, or (c) FdC with or without an inhibitor, e.g. H₂U or Zb, of cytidine deaminase. 5-Methylcytosine DNA transferase is a mutagenic cancer-causing enzyme responsible for metastasis, tumor progression and resistance to therapy (17,18).

[0091] 5-Methylcytosine DNA transferase may be responsible for the origin of the tumor. The chlorinated and fluorinated pyrimidine analogs inhibit this processive enzyme irreversibly and non-stoichiometrically. The enzyme is inhibited only in the presence of S-adenosyl methionine. The mechanism of inhibition is as follows: the enzyme usually extracts an H from the 5 position of cytosine in DNA and adds a methyl group from S-adenosyl methionine. When CldC, FdC or 4-N-methylamino FdC is in DNA, the enzyme cannot trap the electronegative chlorine or fluorine and is stuck and idles in that position. The processive enzyme cannot traverse the DNA and interferes with transcription and fails to methylate the downstream CG dinucleotides in the daughter strand opposite 5HC in the parental strand.

[0092] The agents of the present invention, i.e. (a) CldC+ H₂U; (b) CldC+Zb; (c) CldC plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than H₂U or Zb; (d) CldC and 4-N-methylamino FdC="cytidine deaminase inhibitor", or (e) CldC without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor will result in tumor-directed hypomethylation. In the past, FdC+H₂U were added to lower the competing pools of TTP which interfere with the incorporation of CldUTP into tumor DNA. 4-N-methylamino FdC when coadministered with a cytidine deaminase
inhibitor will not lower TTP pools, it will serve, instead, solely as a tumor-directed hypomethylating agent. ClC at high doses will act like FdC as a hypomethylating agent and at the same time it will act as a radiosensitizer and inhibit the reductase (like BrdU and IdU) and inhibit thymidylate synthetase, a target enzyme in cancer chemotherapy (like FdU or 5-fluorouracil).

[0093] What is surprising and unexpected with the present invention is that ClC is a multifaceted drug, like 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine or 5-iodo-2-deoxyuridine in some ways, and like 5-fluoro-2-deoxyuridine or FdC in other ways.

[0094] VI. One of the aspects of the present invention utilizes a nucleoside analog, 4-N-methylamino 5-fluoro-2-deoxyctydine (4-N-methylamino FdC), with a novel, unanticipated function.

[0095] The structure of the novel drug, 4-N-methylamino FdC, is shown above. 4-N-methylamino FdC does not absolutely require the coadministration of an inhibitor of cytidine deaminase. It is only a moderate substrate of cytidine deaminase. When co-administered with HU, 4-N-methylamino FdC will act only as a hypomethylating agent without generating FdUMP, FUMP, FuRA, FdU or FdUTP. It will not interfere with RNA processing and will not generate inhibitors of thymidylate synthetase as is the case with 5-fluorouracil (FuRA), 5-fluoro-deoxyuridine (FdU) or 5-fluorodeoxyctydine (FdC).

[0096] VII. The agents of the present invention, e.g. (a) ClC plus HU, (b) ClC plus Zebularine, (c) ClC plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than HU or Zb, (d) ClC and 4-N-methylamino FdC as a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or (e) ClC without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, when combined with radiation, are especially effective against tumors, e.g. human tumors, which arise as a result of the inactivation of a tumor suppressor gene.

[0099] The agents of the present invention are especially effective against tumors which have arisen as a result of the silencing (hypermethylation) of tumor suppressor genes. Because many tumors arise as a result of the inactivation of a tumor suppressor gene—not by mutation or deletion but by methylation, which results in gene silencing, the agents of the present invention, i.e. (a) ClC plus HU, (b) ClC plus Zebularine, (c) ClC plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than HU or Zb, (d) ClC and 4-N-methylamino FdC as a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or (e) ClC without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, play a role in re-expression of the inactive tumor suppressor gene which will then result in tumor cures.

[0100] IX. The agents of the present invention, e.g. (a) ClC plus HU, (b) ClC plus Zebularine, (c) ClC plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than HU or Zb, (d) ClC and 4-N-methylamino FdC as a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or (e) ClC without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, when combined with radiation are especially effective against cadherin tumors which give rise to metastatic subclones because of the silencing of the cadherin gene. This occurs often in breast and prostate tumors and squamous cell carcinoma of the lung, for example.

[0101] Human tumors often become metastatic as a result of the inactivation of the gene encoding cadherin, a sticky glycoprotein which prevents cells from migrating to distant sites. This gene is often inactivated not by mutation or deletion but by methylation which results in gene silencing. Most metastatic breast tumors are cadherin-, i.e. lacking the expression of the cad gene.

[0102] X. The agents of the present invention, e.g. (a) ClC plus HU, (b) ClC plus Zebularine, (c) ClC plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than HU or Zb, (d) ClC and 4-N-methylamino FdC as a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or (e) ClC without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, when combined with radiation are especially effective against tumors which can not be treated with estrogen and androgen analogs because the hormone receptors are absent.

[0103] Human breast and prostate tumors can be controlled by hormone analogs when their hormone receptors are intact. For example, approximately 40% of breast tumors are estrogen receptor (ER) negative and, therefore, can not be treated with tamoxifen. It has been shown that in the vast majority of cases that the ER gene is inactivated not by mutation or deletion but by methylation of cytosine.

[0104] XI. The agents of the present invention, e.g. (a) ClC plus HU, (b) ClC plus Zebularine, (c) ClC plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than HU or Zb, (d) ClC and 4-N-methylamino FdC as a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or (e) ClC without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, when combined with radiation are especially effective against tumors which have low levels of glutathione-S-transferase. Glutathione-S-transferase is an antioxidant enzyme and its silencing may have given rise to the tumors. Its silencing may lead to subclones of the tumor which more aggressive, metastatic, and resistant to therapy.

[0105] XII. The agents of the present invention, e.g. (a) ClC plus HU, (b) ClC plus Zebularine, (c) ClC plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than HU or Zb, (d) ClC...
and 4-N-methylamino FdCαα cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or (e) Cldc without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, when combined with radiation are especially effective against tumors which have low levels of O6 methylguanine methyltransferase. O6 methyl guanine methyltransferase is a repair enzyme which repairs alkylated purines. Its silencing may lead to subclones of the tumor which are more aggressive, resistant to therapy and metastasis.

[0106] XIII. The agents of the present invention, e.g. (a) Cldc plus H2U, (b) Cldc plus Zebularine, (c) Cldc plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than H2U or Zb, (d) Cldc and 4-N-methylamino FdCαα cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or (e) Cldc without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, when combined with radiation are especially effective against tumors which have low levels of the tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase-3 (TIMP-3) can suppress tumor growth, angiogenesis, invasion and metastasis in many human tumors.

[0107] XIV. The agents of the present invention, e.g. (a) Cldc plus H2U, (b) Cldc plus Zebularine, (c) Cldc plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than H2U or Zb, (d) Cldc and 4-N-methylamino FdCαα cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or (e) Cldc without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, combined with radiation are especially effective against tumors which have arisen because of mutation in the p53 tumor suppressor gene. The analogs change an unstable human tumor into a more genetically stable one.

[0108] Many human tumors are genetically unstable and give rise to more metastatic, more aggressive subclones that may also be resistant to therapy. The reason for this is that the inappropriate methylation of cytosine by 5-methylcytosine DNA transferase has occurred. When incomplete C deamination either spontaneously or by the tumorigenic enzyme 5-methylcytosine DNA transferase, it results in mutation (a C to T transition). Tumors such as those in the prostate gland progress to greater tumorigenesis by accumulating mutations in the p53 tumor suppressor gene. With the tumor suppressor gene, p53, C to T transitions occur very often in human tumors of the lung (46%), colon (79%), bladder (47%) ovary (36%), brain (75%) and breast (40%). These transitions are due to the action of 5-methylcytosine DNA transferase which not only methylates C at CG dinucleotides, but also deaminates 5′-CG to form TG base pairs and moreover, prevents the mismatch repair enzyme from repairing TG mismatches (TA and CG are normal base pair matches). 5-Methylcytosine DNA transferase also, remarkably, methylates uracil in DNA which is generated either by spontaneous deamination of cytosine or by the action of 5-methylcytosine DNA transferase (17). This forms a TG base pair and thus indirectly prevents the removal of uracil from DNA, which would normally be removed from DNA by a repair cascade beginning with uracil N-glycosidase. 5-Methylcytosine DNA transferase also directly inhibits uracil N-glycosidase.

[0109] Thus, the methyl transferase is a mutagenic and tumorogenetic enzyme (18) which is elevated in many human tumors (19, 20). 5-Methylcytosine DNA transferase is the target of the deoxycytidine analogs of this invention. Therefore, the action of the deoxycytidine analogs on 5-methylcytosine DNA transferase in combination with radiosensitization makes the method of using Cldc in the present invention a powerful approach to control human cancer. The inactivation of p53 is most important in view of the fact that tumors and tumor cell lines lacking p53 are resistant to radiation.

[0110] mC is a ‘hot-spot’ of mutation and the agents of the present invention, i.e. (a) Cldc plus H2U, (b) Cldc plus Zebularine, (c) Cldc plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than H2U or Zb, (d) Cldc and 4-N-methylamino FdCαα cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or (e) Cldc without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, can remove these hot spots by virtue of hypomethylation.

[0111] Items VII-IX have as their basis the elevation of 5-methylcytosine DNA transferase in human tumors and the ability of the agents of the present invention, i.e. (a) Cldc plus H2U, (b) Cldc plus Zebularine, (c) Cldc plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than H2U or Zb, (d) Cldc and 4-N-methylamino FdCαα cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or (e) Cldc without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, to hypomethylate genes which have been silenced by hypermethylation.

[0112] Cldc has the advantage of being both a radiosensitizer and a hypomethylating agent. 4-N-methylamino FdC is not a radiosensitizer, but when coadministered with H2U or another cytidine deaminase inhibitor, it is a more potent hypomethylating agent. When 4-N-methylamino FdC is administered without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, 4-N-methylamino FdC is still not a radiosensitizer, 4-N-methylamino FdC, however, remains as a hypomethylating agent, but it also generates an array of antimetabolites that inhibit tumor enzymes involved in DNA and RNA metabolism.

[0113] The importance and novelty of this approach is that it more reasonably assures a tumor cure without damage to underlying tissue. Instead of using a high dose of radiation, which could affect normal tissue (in spite of the great selectivity of the radiosensitizer of this invention), the present invention involves an independent strategy or approach vs the remaining cells of the tumor which may have escaped the lethal effects of radiation. Cldc itself and the nucleoside analogs make Cldc a more effective radiosensitizer because they may have the dual role of affecting gene expression in surviving tumor cells by virtue of its inhibition of 5-methylcytosine DNA transferase. This will more effectively assure complete tumor control, or at least prevent tumor progression and metastasis, by A) restoring the tumor cells to a normal state by reactivating tumor suppressor genes and B) restoring genetic stability to the surviving cells by 1) reactivating the transcription of mRNA encoded genes whose protein products prevent further DNA modification (additional alterations in DNA could lead to further progression towards neoplasia), 2) reactivating the expression of enzymes which repair alterations in the DNA of the surviving cells, or, more directly, 3) preventing the epigenetic inheritance, via maintenance methylation, of hot spots of mutation in the DNA of the surviving cells.

[0114] XV. The present invention allows a method of treatment in which the tumor is irradiated prior to drug treatment to induce greater deoxyxycytidine kinase (dCK) activity in the target cells. Deoxyxycytidine kinase initially converts Cldc, FdC and 4-N-methylamino FdC to their analogs, CldcMP, FdCMP, and 4-N-methylamino FdCMP, respectively.
Radiation also activates thymidine kinase (TK) which increases the conversion of CldU and FdU derived from CldC and FdC into higher metabolites.

\[
\text{CldCMP} \xrightarrow{\text{dCMP deaminase}} \text{CldUMP} \\
\text{CldC} \xrightarrow{\text{Cytidine deaminase}} \text{CldU}
\]

XVI. In the case of human prostate cancer, the technology utilizes a slow release suppository of a low dose of bisulfite to protect the rectum by inactivating 5-CldC and converting it to deoxuryridine (a safe normal metabolite and an antagonist of toxicity and radiosensitization). This will protect the rectum from the effects of radiation without diminishing the radiosensitivity of the prostate tumor. Bisulfate deaminates and dehalogenates CldC as a precursor to DNA and will dehalogenate CldU when it is incorporated into the DNA of rectal tissue. Surrounding non-tumor genital tissue can also be protected by controlled localized administration of bisulfite, a free radical scavenger.

The patient would be given a slow release rectal suppository of a low safe dose of bisulfite with or without cystine (also a free radical scavenger) 1 hr prior to irradiation of his prostate tumor. The patient will be first tested for bisulfite sensitivity. This course of treatment will not be given to asthmatics or to patients having sulfite oxidase deficiency. Bisulfite sensitivity is extremely rare.

The agents of the present invention include (a) CldC plus H\textsubscript{2}U, (b) CldC plus Zebularine, (c) CldC plus a cytidine deaminase inhibitor other than H\textsubscript{2}U or Zb, (d) CldC and 4-N-methylamino FdC, (e) cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or (e) CldC without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor. Other than H\textsubscript{2}U or Zb, 2-deoxytetrahydroduryridine (dH4U) can also be used as the cytidine deaminase inhibitor.

Some aspects of the invention take advantage of three properties of CldC in being a (1) radiosensitizer, (2) hypomethylating agent, and (3) an indirect inhibitor of the formation of a competing metabolite. By utilizing these three properties of CldC, the present invention simplifies the clinical treatment regimens known in the prior art. For instance, the agents of the present invention can be administered to the subject without the administration of an inhibitor for the formation of an metabolite, i.e. TTP, that competes with the incorporation of a radiosensitizing metabolite, i.e. CldU TP, of CldC into DNA, wherein such inhibitors can be 5-fluoro-2-deoxycytidine (FdC), 5-fluoro-2'-deoxyuridine (FdU) or N-(phosphonomethyl)-L-aspartate (PALA).

The agents of the present invention are effective in treating tumors, preferably solid tumors. The tumors that can be treated with the agents of the present invention include tumors of the breast, lung, brain, liver, kidney, ovary, uterus, testis, pancreas, gastrointestinal tract, head and neck, nasopharynx, skin, and prostate, and orofacial tumors.

In the present invention, CldC can be administered to a subject in need thereof at a dose of about 5 mg per kg body weight per day to about 10 g per kg body weight per day. The preferred dose is about 50 mg per kg body weight per day to about 6 g per kg body weight per day. The other agents, i.e. H\textsubscript{2}U, Zebularine, cytidine deaminase inhibitors other than H\textsubscript{2}U or Zebularine, and 4-N-methylamino FdC, of the present invention can be administered to the subject at a dose ranging from about \(\frac{1}{10}\)th to about \(\frac{1}{2}\), preferably about \(\frac{1}{5}\)th to about \(\frac{1}{4}\)th, the dose of CldC.

The agents of the present invention can be administered either at about the same dose throughout a treatment period, in an escalating dose regimen, or in a loading-dose regimen, in which a loading dose is about 2 to 5 times a maintenance dose. Alternatively, the dose for the agents of the present invention can be varied during the course of a treatment period according to the condition of the subject being treated and/or the severity of the disease being treated as judged to be appropriate by one skilled in the art.

The agents of the present invention can be administered one to four times a day. The treatment with the agents of the present invention can be repeated daily or temporarily stopped for up to several days during the course of the treatment of the tumor. The irradiation can begin after the first administration of CldC. Alternatively, the irradiation can begin after an interval of about 4 hours to about 18 hours, preferably about 6 to 14 hours, after the last administration of CldC.

The radiation dose can be the same or \(\frac{1}{2}\) to \(\frac{1}{4}\) the dose given to patients not receiving the agents of the present invention.

The doses of the agents of the present invention and the interval between administrations, as well as the frequency of administration, can be determined by one skilled in the art based on the condition of the patient and the severity of the disease to be treated. The interval between drug therapy and radiation treatment may also be varied.

The agents of the present invention can be administered parenterally or enterally. However, for tetrahydrouridine to be administered orally, it must be in a formulation which protects it from acids. The parenteral routes include intravenous, subcutaneous, intramuscular or intraperitoneal injection, intravenous or intraarterial infusion, or dermal administration. Also within the scope of the present invention are methods of treating tumors or protecting normal tissue during radiotherapy of tumors by administering the agents of the present invention via slow release formulations prepared according to methods known in the art.

The agents of the present invention can be administered with or without a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier in a pharmaceutical composition. Included within the scope of the present invention is a pharmaceutical composition comprising CldC and 4-N-methylamino FdC, with or without a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier or excipient.

The subjects that can be treated by the agents of the present invention or the methods of the present invention include animals, such as mammals, and preferably humans.

The agents of the present invention can be obtained commercially or prepared from intermediates which are commercially available by one skilled in the art. The processes of preparation of most of the agents of the present invention are disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,894,364 and 5,985,266, the disclosures of which are hereby incorporated by reference.
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**TABLE 1**

The Standard Protocol (StP) indicating the bolus doses of i.p. administered drugs and the schedule of the administration of the drugs and radiation. The protocol was followed for 3 to 5 weeks as indicated in Table 2. PALA (Phosphonacetyl)-1-aspartate; FdC; 5-fluoro-2-deoxycytidine; Cl dC; 5-chloro-2’-deoxycytidine; HU; tetrahydroxizidine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schedule Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(70)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*(mg/kg)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


TABLE 2

A summary of the final results of the five experiments obtained with two human prostate tumors, a human lung tumor, a human glioblastoma and a human breast tumor with regard to three endpoints. The mice were followed for a minimum of 7 months. Also shown are the results of an additional experiment utilizing 5-iododeoxyuridine and modified protocols with FdC, the human prostate tumor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumor, Condition of Irradiation</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>No. of Days to reach</th>
<th>Days in tumor Fraction of cures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 x initial volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. Gy, Fractions, Weeks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate, PC-3</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47, 11, 4</td>
<td>SiP</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X-ray</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SiP + X-ray</td>
<td>10</td>
<td><strong>116</strong>/124**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Full®, No PALA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>104/&gt;142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate, H1579</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43, 11, 4</td>
<td>SiP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pooled data</td>
<td>X-ray</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24/&gt;48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SiP + X-ray</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>108/&gt;134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glioblastoma</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF295</td>
<td>SiP</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X-ray</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SiP + X-ray</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>31/&gt;56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast, GE101</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42, 14, 5*</td>
<td>SiP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X-ray</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SiP + X-ray</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>100/&gt;106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung, H165</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47, 12, 4</td>
<td>SiP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X-ray</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SiP + X-ray</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>89/&gt;133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment with Modified Protocols</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Prostate, PC-3                 | Control   | 4        | 0                           | 0                             |
| 52.5, 15, 5*                   | X-ray     | 4        | 17                          | 0                             |
|                                | SiP + X-ray | 6      | 68/>112                    | 2/6                          |
|                                | FdC® + PALA® + X-ray | 7  | 29/>86                    | 2/6                          |
|                                | FdC® + Idu® + X-ray | 5      | 58                          | 0                             |
|                                | PALA & FdC® + X-ray | 5      | 25/>60                     | 1/5                          |
|                                | SiP ® (1) ClidC® + X-ray | 5 | 25/>130                  | 3/5                          |

*SiP, Standard Protocol (ClidC, modulators and schedule as shown in Table 1).
**SiP and SiP® calculations excluding cures/calculation designating cures as >200 days.
*for glioblastoma control and SiP only, days to reach 2 x initial volume is shown.
53 weeks; 1 Bye; 2 weeks.
3 weeks, 3 weeks Bye, 1 week.
*no tumor regrowth delay or cures occurred with drugs alone (3 animals/group).
*SiP as shown in Table 1 except no PALA on Mondays. Instead, FdC (4 mg/kg) administered both AM and Noon on Mondays and 8 mg/kg instead of 7 mg/kg administered on Tuesdays. H1U always coadministered with FdC.
*SiP ® Idu, ClidC replaced with Idu. Total dose FdC, 2.4 mg/30 g mouse
*PALA (as in SiP) with FdC + H1U administered as in the SiP but, in addition, FdC + H1U substituted for all ClidC + H1U administrations, FdC dose in weeks 1–5 was 27, 32, 32, 37 and 37 mg/kg; i.e., a total dose of 495 mg/30 g mouse compared to 2.1 mg/30 g mouse in the SiP.
*SiP ® (1) ClidC, dose of ClidC escalated 9% in weeks 2–4. No PALA, no FdC; ClidC + H1U administered as in the SiP, but, in addition, ClidC + H1U substituted for all FdC + H1U administrations. ()/h, d, the total dose of ClidC, Idu and elevated (1) ClidC was 95, 129 and 184 mg/30 g mouse, respectively.
1. A method of treating tumors in a subject in need of such treatment, comprising the following steps:

(A) administering a tumor-treating effective amount of an agent to the subject, wherein the agent comprises

(a) 5-chloro-2'-deoxyxycytidine without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, 5-fluoro-2'-deoxyxycytidine (FdC), 5-fluoro-2'-deoxyuridine (FdU), and N-(phosphonomethyl)-L-aspartate (PALA), wherein 5-chloro-2'-deoxyxycytidine enhances the incorporation of a radiosensitizing metabolite of 5-chloro-2'-deoxyxycytidine into DNA, precluding the need for administering an inhibitor for the formation of TTP;

(b) 5-chloro-2'-deoxyxycytidine and a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, without 5-fluoro-2'-deoxyxycytidine (FdC), 5-fluoro-2'-deoxyuridine (FdU), and N-(phosphonomethyl)-L-aspartate (PALA), wherein 5-chloro-2'-deoxyxycytidine enhances the incorporation of a radiosensitizing metabolite of 5-chloro-2'-deoxyxycytidine into DNA, precluding the need for administering an inhibitor for the formation of TTP;

(c) 5-chloro-2'-deoxyxycytidine and 4-N-methylaminofdC, or

(d) 5-chloro-2'-deoxyxycytidine, 4-N-methylaminofdC and a cytidine deaminase inhibitor; and

(B) exposing the subject to a tumor-treating effective amount of radiation.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said agent is administered in a slow release formulation.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the cytidine deaminase inhibitor is tetrahydroxuridine, deoxytetrahydroxuridine, a pyrimidin-2-one nucleoside, a F pyrimidin-2-one nucleoside, a diazepin-2-1-nucleoside, 1-(2-Deoxy-2-fluoro-D arabino furanosyl)-1,2-dihydroxopyrimidin-2-one, 2-Deoxy-2'-F-arazebularine, diazepinone, 4-hydromethyl-2-oxopyrimidin-2-one nucleoside, or 2'-fluoro-2'-deoxyarabinosyltetrahydroxuracil.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein said pyrimidin-2-one nucleoside is 1-β-ribofuranocyl-1,2-dihydroxopyrimidin-2-one (Zebularine) or 5-fluoro-pyrimidin-2-one nucleoside.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the cytidine deaminase inhibitor is tetrahydroxuridine or Zebularine.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the cytidine deaminase inhibitor is tetrahydroxuridine.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein said subject is a human.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the radiation is selected from a group consisting of radiation from protons as a radiation source, radiation from a radiation source implanted proximal to the tumor, radiation from a radionuclide attached to monoclonal antibodies, radiation in a gamma knife, 3D conformal radiation, and radiation in a stereotactic radiosurgery.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein said radiation source implanted proximal to the tumor comprises yttrium 90 needles or iridium needles.

10. The method of claim 8, wherein said radionuclide is yttrium 90.

11. The method of claim 1, further comprising administering bisulfite to the subject before exposing the subject to radiation.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising administering cysteine to the subject before exposing the subject to radiation.

13. The method of claim 11, further comprising exposing the subject to radiation before step (A).

14. A method of hypomethylating genes in a subject in need of such hypomethylation, comprising administering a gene-hypomethylating effective amount of an agent to the subject, wherein said agent comprises

(a) 5-chloro-2'-deoxyxycytidine without a cytidine deaminase inhibitor, or

(b) 5-chloro-2'-deoxyxycytidine and a cytidine deaminase inhibitor.

(c) 5-chloro-2'-deoxyxycytidine and 4-N-methylaminofdC, or

(d) 5-chloro-2'-deoxyxycytidine, 4-N-methylaminofdC and a cytidine deaminase inhibitor.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the cytidine deaminase inhibitor is tetrahydroxuridine, deoxytetrahydroxuridine, a pyrimidin-2-one nucleoside, a F pyrimidin-2-one nucleoside, a diazepin-2-1-nucleoside, 1-(2-Deoxy-2-fluoro-D arabino furanosyl)-1,2-dihydroxopyrimidin-2-one, 2-Deoxy-2'-F-arazebularine, diazoepinone, 4-hydromethyl-2-oxopyrimidin-2-one nucleoside, or 2'-fluoro-2'-deoxyarabinosyltetrahydroxuracil.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein said pyrimidin-2-one nucleoside is 1-β-riboduranocyl-1,2-dihydroxopyrimidin-2-one (Zebularine) or 5-fluoro-pyrimidin-2-one nucleoside.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the cytidine deaminase inhibitor is tetrahydroxuridine.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein the cytidine deaminase inhibitor is tetrahydroxuridine.

19. The method of claim 14, wherein said subject is a human.

20. The method of claim 14, further comprising exposing the subject to a tumor-treating effective amount of radiation, wherein the agent hypomethylates genes silenced in a tumor.
to reduce (A) the aggressiveness of the tumor, (B) the metastatic propensity of the tumor, (C) the genetic instability of the tumor, and/or (D) the resistance of the tumor to drug or radiation treatment.

21. A pharmaceutical composition comprising 5-chloro-2'-deoxyctydine and 4-N-methylamino FdC.